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ABSTRACT 
Classical chemotherapy, that spocifically targets rapidly proliferating cells, has been 

in existence for over eighty yeors and has proven to be fully successful in only a limited 
number of cancers. Thus, this review focuses on a novel, emerging approach for cancer 
therapy that uses alternative, a nd more unique features of cancer cells. This new 
approach faci litates the seloctive targeting of cancer, while sparing normal, non-transformed 
cells. Examples of molocules that kill cancer cells seloctively are: apoptin, E40rf4, viral 
protein R {VpR), and Brevinin-2R. Be low we focus on apoptin, a product of the third open 
reading frame (VP3) of the chicken anemia virus. Besides discussing apoptin's mechanism 
of action, we also provide concise insight into the biology of a chicken anemia virus infoc
tion. Since apoptin's cancer-seloctive toxicity depends on its nuclear localization, we 
broadly discuss mochanism!s) involved in its nuclear retention (both nuclear import and 
export). We also discuss recent findings on apoptin's molecular mochanism of action, 
with a focus on the role of Nur77 in apoptin's nucleo<ytapiasmic signaling. Finally, we 
compare the current findings on opoptin to the mechanism of cancer seloctive toxicity of 
E40rf4. In the 'summory' -soction, besides highlighting important issues related to cancer
seloctive therapy, we also discuss concurrent approaches towards therapy personalization, 
particularly those related to the in vivo-, and realtime cancer.theropy efficacy monitoring, 
using "Iab..on-the<hipu and other emerging tochnologies. 

INTRODUCTION 

The attention given to chicken viruses has increased in recent years due [0 the avian flu 
outbreaks in Asia. Interestingly, a small protein called apoptin, that is a component of one 
of the viruses, Chicken Anemia Virus (CAy), has recently drawn a significant amount of 
attention due to its transformation-dependent retention in cell nuclei, and its selective 
[Oxiciry [Owards transformed cells, Below, our aim is not only to portray apoptin, but, in 
a broader sense, to provide the basic information with respect [0 the biology of CAV infec
tion. We also discuss the basic cellular processes and signaling pathways associated with 
apoptin's cancer selective toxiciry. 

A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF CAV 
A member of the circoviru$ family, CAV is a very small , (23-25 nm) non-enveloped 

virus with a circular, single-stranded, DNA genome (containing the '-'-strand of the 
DNA) .1,2 CAV is an extremely resi lient virus, capable of withstanding commercial disin
fectants , a temperature of 131' F or pH 3, for 30 minutes, making it difficult to eliminate 
[he virus from a flock, once it became infected) Complete inactivation is observed only 
after high concentrations of iodine (10%) are added for longer than twO hours, or after 15 
minutes of temperatureueatment at 1 00·c.4 Although first described in Japan, CAV, is found 
worldwide. 

The CAV genome contains a 5' non-transcribed region displaying promoter activiry.5 
Within the genome, are three partially overlapping open reading frames, which collectively 
produce a single strand of unspliced RNA. 5 Three viral proteins, termed VP I-3 are trans
lated from CAV RNA and are found in all infected cel ls. VPI (50 kDa) is most likely the 
capsid protein,6 whereas VP3 (-1 4 kDa), also know as apoptin, can be fo und within close 
proximity to nuclear chromati n? VP3 is necessary for CAV replication? Purified VP3 has 
been shown to induce apoptosis in infected thymic precursors, hemocytoblasts, chicken 
lymphoblastoid cell lines, malignant human lymphoblastoid cells, human osteosarcoma 
cells/'S and almost every other cell line tested. Apoptin is characterized in greater detail, 
in a following section, Less is known about VP2, however, its presence is necessary in 
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conjunction with VP1 for the production of antibodies within the
host.9

BIOLOGY OF CAV INFECTION
CAV, also known as the chicken anemia agent or chicken infec-

tious anemia virus, was first described in 1974 in Japan, as a disease
that caused anemia, growth retardation, abnormal feathers, leg paral-
ysis, intramuscular hemorrhages, and destruction of bone marrow
and lymphatic tissue.10 Mortality rates can be as high as 60% but are
generally around 1–20%.

Transmission of CAV can occur vertically from hen to chick as
well as horizontally through a flock.11,12 However, chicks born to
infected hens may also possess maternal CAV antibodies, which
would protect them from infections.13 Chickens of any age can
develop an infection induced by CAV, but those under two weeks
and lacking maternal antibodies are most susceptible.13

CAV infects dividing cells. Following 3–4 days after infection,
CAV antigens can be found in hemocytoblasts of bone marrow,
thereby leading to the induction of apoptosis (Fig. 1).13,14 A
decrease in hemocytoblasts results in a depletion of erythrocytes,
which is characteristic of anemia. Depletion of thrombocytes is the
most likely factor to cause intramuscular hemorrhages.11 Only
16–18 days after infection, granulopoiesis and erythropoesis activities
are reestablished in the bone marrow.15 In the thymus, CAV infects
T cell progenitors whereas B cells are generally not vulnerable
(Fig. 1).11,16 Also, macrophage activity has been shown to malfunction
following CAV infection as characterized by diminished Fc receptor
expression, phagocytosis, and microbicidal activity.17,18 The infection
of hemocytoblasts and T cells leads to immunosuppression and a
corresponding increase in viral, bacterial, or fungal infections.4

APOPTIN
Apoptin, a ~15 kDa proline-rich protein11 encoded by the VP3

gene of CAV, is believed to be the essential mediator of the general-
ized lymphoid atrophy and severe anemia that leads to the mortality
of CAV-infected chickens. More interestingly, apoptin selectively
induces apoptosis in transformed avian or mammalian cell lines, but
not in primary, non-transformed cells. This has been proven, both
by us and others, using a variety of cell types including ‘human
umbilical vein endothelial cells’ (HUVEC),19 primary fibroblasts,
primary lymphoid cells, keratinocytes, epidermal-, endothelial- and
smooth-muscle cells.20 One report indicates some apoptosis induction
in primary human embryonic lung fibroblasts.21 Thus, it cannot be
excluded that embryonic cells or primary cells that are severely
stressed (e.g., due to the lack of appropriate growth factors) may
acquire partial sensitivity towards high doses of apoptin. Apoptin’s
cellular localization is crucial for its selective toxicity towards cancer
cells. In primary cells, it remains in the cytoplasm, whereas in cancer
cells it migrates into the nucleus and ultimately kills the cell by the
activation of the mitochondrial death pathway, in a Nur77-dependent
manner.22 The role of Nur77 in apoptin’s toxicity is discussed in
greater detail in the following chapters of this review.
Phosphorylation of apoptin at the threonine (Thr)-108 residue, by
an unknown kinase,23 is required for its nuclear retention, but not
for its toxicity.21 The nuclear retention of apoptin, in tumor cells,
appears to be governed by its inefficient nuclear export, caused by
phosphorylation at Thr-108 (see the next two paragraphs for
detailed discussion of nuclear import and export mechanisms).24

Forced translocation of apoptin to the nucleus of primary, nontrans-
formed cells does not render apoptin toxic for these cells.21,25 Thus,
it is likely that additional modifications, and/or interaction partners
specific for transformed cells, are necessary for apoptin to become
toxic inside the targeted nucleus. Association of apoptin with the
anaphase-promoting complex, and subsequent induction of G2/M
arrest and apoptosis has recently been reported.26 Our unpublished
data fully support the role of the anaphase-promoting complex in
apoptin-triggered toxicity (Los M, Maddika S, unpublished). It is,
however, unlikely that this is the sole mechanism responsible for
apoptin’s selective toxicity, since the anaphase-promoting complex is
found also in normal cells.

SIGNALING PATHWAYS THAT MAY CONTRIBUTE TO APOPTINS’
CANCER-SELECTIVE TOXICITY

It has been proposed that cell death caused by apoptin is inde-
pendent of p53 and the Bcl-2 status of the cell.27 Data from our lab
indirectly confirms the p53-independent action of apoptin, since
apoptin was toxic for SV40 T-large-antigen transformed murine
fibroblasts (T-antigen sequesters and inhibits p53).19,22 Contrary to
previously published data,27 apoptin-induced cell death can be effi-
ciently blocked by the anti-apoptotic molecule Bcl-2.19,22

Cytoplasmic colocalization of apoptin with Bcl-10 (which contains
the caspase recruitment domain [CARD]) and FADD (containing
the death domain [DD] and also the death effector domain [DED])
has been recently reported.21 Our own data, however, rules out the
involvement of FADD as well as its interaction partners Fas and
caspase-8 in apoptin triggered cell death.22 Downstream caspases,
including caspase-3, become activated upon apoptin expression in
transformed cells. Cytochrome c release from mitochondria is also
observed upon death induction by apoptin.19,22,28
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Figure 1. Effects of CAV on lymphatic cells and hemocytoblasts. CAV infects
hemocytoblasts in bone marrow and T cell precursors. Infection of these cells
leads to apoptosis and therefore a decrease in erythrocytes, heterophils
thrombocytes and T cells. Adapted from Adair.11



It is, however, not well defined how apoptin that is present in the
nuclei of transformed cells, activates the mitochondrial apoptotic
pathway. Recent results published from our lab indicate the key role
of Nur77 as an apoptin-triggered nucleo-cytoplasmic death messen-
ger. Inhibition of Nur77 expression by siRNA significantly protects
transformed cells from apoptin-induced death.22 We discuss the role
of Nur77 and the possible signaling mechanisms in a paragraph
placed towards the end of this review. Cellular localization of
apoptin, and resulting site-specific interactions, appear to play a
crucial role in its cancer-selective toxicity.29 Therefore, the following
two paragraphs focus on the regulation of nuclear import and export
mechanisms. They not only illustrate possible mechanism(s) impli-
cated in apoptin’s nuclear trafficking, but they are also intended to
provide younger researchers with an appropriate foundation for
further exploration in this area.

NUCLEAR IMPORT MACHINERY
As apoptin can only function to increase apoptosis when it is

localized to the nucleus,25 the mechanism of its import, particularly
how it can gain entry in transformed cells to a greater extent, is of
great importance. The double membrane layer of the nuclear enve-
lope is very effective at maintaining a spatial and temporal barrier
between the genetic material and the cell’s cytoplasmic components.
This barrier functions to protect the cell’s DNA from degradation
and can act as an extra layer of regulation in transcription, as various
factors necessary for transcription of certain genes are maintained
outside the nuclear envelope until they are required. Macromolecules,
such as apoptin, cannot penetrate the membrane and thus require
active import into the nucleus. This active import requires a num-
ber of different components, and acts via the nuclear pore complex
(NPC). Made up of a conglomerate of proteins, called nucleoporins,
that span the nuclear envelope, the NPC forms a pore to allow large
molecules to pass. In order to regulate the passage of these macro-
molecules, receptors, termed karyopherins (Kap) recognize nuclear
localization signals (NLS) on the cargo to be transported, and medi-
ate the transport through the NPC by an unknown mechanism
(reviewed in ref. 30). The subsets responsible for nuclear import are
known as the importins (IMP), of which there are eight known
IMPα and >20 IMPβ forms in humans (reviewed in ref. 29).
Although IMPβ can facilitate transport independently, IMPα often
acts as an adaptor, and requires the IMPβ molecule to target the
complex through the NPC (reviewed in ref. 31). Mutational analysis
utilizing transformed and untransformed cells revealed a bipartite
NLS in apoptin that interacts with IMPβ1 to facilitate nuclear
import.24 The carboxyl terminal end of apoptin contains two clusters
of basic amino acids separated by a 22 aa. spacer (Table 1).

There are many ways in which the cell can regulate the transport
of macromolecules through the NPCs; the most basic of these is to
limit transport machinery expression temporally and spatially. A
NLS is only productive when it is recognized by its corresponding
receptor, thus, production of certain components or cofactors by
different cell types in different stages of development or under dif-
ferent (patho)physiologic conditions can regulate which cargoes are
imported to the nucleus (reviewed in ref. 29). Another method of
regulation can occur at the level of the macromolecule. Often there
are sequences or sites just beyond the NLS on the molecule to be
transported that can be modified by acetylation, phosphorylation or
disulfide bond formation in order to alter the affinity of the NLS for
its receptor (reviewed in Ref. 29). It was recently determined that

nuclear accumulation of apoptin is enhanced by phosphorylation at
Thr sequence within the spacer region of the NLS and just upstream
of the nuclear export signal (NES), Thr-108. Rohn and colleagues
were able to show an increase in nuclear accumulation and subse-
quent apoptosis in untransformed cells by introducing a glutamic
acid mutation at position 108, and thereby mimicking constitutive
phosphorylation.32 This phosphorylation of Thr108 is mediated by a
kinase active in transformed cells and human clinical tumor samples,
but not untransformed or normal cells. Interestingly, the results were
confirmed in human clinical tumor samples, indicating the differential
accumulation seen in transformed cells can be extrapolated to tumor
cells as well. Recent work by Poon and colleagues, however, claims
this phosphorylation may actually function to decrease nuclear
export.

It is currently unclear how apoptin can differentially accumulate
in transformed cells however, several different methods of nuclear
import regulation are known to be employed by other macromolecules.
A masking of the NLS can decrease the recognition of NLS
sequences by their receptors and corresponding binding. This can be
accomplished either by inducing a change within the protein
(intramollecular masking), or by the addition of a supplemental
molecule (intermolecular masking). Moreover, nuclear retention
may be enhanced by the binding of components in the nucleus,
which facilitate release from the nuclear import machinery. A Ras
family guanine-nucleotide binding protein (Ran) in its active form,
Ran-GTP, can associate with IMPβ1 to aid in the release of apoptin
from the transport complex.33 To date, no study has reported that
Ran participates in the regulation of apoptin’s nuclear import. This
process, if differentially regulated in normal and transformed cells,
may contribute to cancer-selective apoptin’s retention in the nucleus.

One theory explaining the differential import in transformed cells
is that the accumulation is artificial, resulting from an increase in the
efficiency of apoptin expression in transformed cells over primary
cells, leading to a higher intracellular concentration of apoptin as
compared to the untransformed cells. Reports of apoptin aggregation
within cells, and even its requirement of aggregation to induce apop-
tosis lead to this concentration-dependent NLS hypothesis.34,35

However, one description of the apoptin aggregates revealed that,
although they were present in normal cells, they were non-toxic due
to the cell’s ability to eventually eliminate the aggregates.36 Poon and
colleagues revealed a 2-fold increase in the ratio of nuclear to cyto-
plasmic localization of apoptin-GFP in transformed cells compared
to their isogenic untransformed controls.24 Utilizing their ratiometric
approach allowed the group to account for varying concentrations of
apoptin between the cells. Although nuclear localization has been
shown to be required for apoptin induced apoptosis, it is not suffi-
cient,21 therefore, further research, considering functional outcomes
of apoptin’s nuclear import will be required to resolve this issue.

NUCLEAR EXPORT OF APOPTIN
The specificity of apoptin towards cancer cells is thought to

derive from its ability to preferentially localize to the nuclei of trans-
formed cells but not normal cells.37 Recent reports indicate that
apoptin is in fact present in the nuclei of non-transformed cells,
however this localization seems to be at lower levels compared to
cancer cells.37 It is thought that apoptin is imported into the nucleus
of both transformed and non-transformed cells. In normal cells,
there is a mechanism that induces nuclear export and inhibits apop-
tosis whereas this process is inhibited (or much less efficient) in cancer
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be induced to release the cargo into the cytosol38 (Table 2).
Nucleoporin-214 (Nup214) is located at the nucleoplasmic end of
the NPC and has high affinity to CRM1 in its Ran-GTP bound
state; this interaction sequesters the export complex.38,39 Nup214
lies adjacent to the NPC filaments that contain RanBP2 and Ran
BP1; these two proteins bind and change the conformation of
Ran-GTP. This facilitates Ran-GAP hydrolysis of Ran-GTP into
Ran-GDP, thus decreasing the stability of the export complex and
discharging the cargo proteins into the cytosol (Table 2).39 Poon and
colleagues reported that inhibition of CRM1 by leptomycin B
increases nuclear localization of apoptin in normal cells but not in
cancer cells. This indicates that in normal cells, the lower levels of
nuclear apoptin are a result of export through the CRM1 pathway.24

APOPTIN NUCLEAR RETENTION IN THE PRESENCE OF NES
Tumor cells are capable of retaining apoptin in the nucleus even

in the presence of a nuclear export signal. Masking the NES and
thereby concealing it from exportin recognition can achieve nuclear
localization. This can be the result of phosphorylation near the NES
region, or a blockage due to protein-protein interactions.
Furthermore, nuclear retention could be stabilized by the interaction

cells, thus causing apoptosis. Herein we give an overview of the
nuclear export machinery and how it is regulated, with respect to
apoptin.

NUCLEAR EXPORT MACHINERY
The nuclear envelope is a double membrane that obstructs the

passage of proteins between the nucleus and the cytosol. Exchange
of proteins between these compartments occurs across the NPC.38

Transport across the NPC is mediated by a family of soluble transport
receptors named exportins. These are members of the IMP-β family,
whose most studied member is CRM1/Exportin-138,39 (Table 2).
CRM1 binds to specific leucine rich sequences (LRS) on cargo pro-
teins; these regions act as nuclear export signals (NES), in a Ran-
modulated manner.38,40 Interactions of CRM1 with cargo proteins
increase the affinity of CRM1 towards Ran-GTP, leading to the
formation of a stable export complex.39 The NPC is a large complex
formed by about 50–100 different proteins that are collectively
referred to as nucleoporins.38,39 Transport through the NPC is facil-
itated by a number of low affinity hydrophobic interactions between
CRM1 and nucleoporins containing phenylalanine-glycine repeats.
Once the complex crosses the nuclear envelope, its disassembly must
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Table 1. Nuclear import signal sequences.

Sequence Nuclear Import Receptor Modifications Reference

FV-20aa spacer-MCSLCYMRTCGMF Unknown Differential expression of NPC components has been 115
proposed

GKKKKP IMPα/β1 CK2 phosphorylation enhances, PKA inhibits import 116
PKKKKP
KPPSKKR-22aa spacer-RPRTAKRRIKL IMPβ Phosphorylation in transformed cells may unmask NLS 24,29
KRKK IMP α1/β1 Resembles monopartite SV40 NLS 117
RRKRQR IMPα/β1 PKA phosphorylation aids in NLS recognition and 118,119

releases from cytoplasmic retention signal
RKSSSSRRKSQKSPRRR Unknown Phosphorylation leads to intermolecular masking; 120

inhibits import
RLKKLKCSKEKPKCAKCLKNNWECRYSPKTKR IMPβ1 DNA facilitates IMPβ1 release 121
RK-10aa spacer-RKTKKKIK IMPα/β1;IMP7/8 Complex with HSP90 in absence of ligand masks NLS
RQARRNRRRRWRE IMPβ1 mRNA aids in dissociation 122
YGRKKRRQRRR Positively charged domain
RSSRGKRRRIE IMPα/β1? Phosphorylation inhibits import 123
CNKRKYSLN IMPα/β1? Calcineurin dephosphorylates serine-rich region in response 124 

to Ca2+, unmasking NLS
GKRKKEEKRKR IMPα/β1 NLS masked by IκB protein, stimulus causes phosphorylation 125 

and subsequent degradation
RRKRR Unknown MEIS 1A binding induces a conformational change 126

unmasking NLS
RIRYKKNISANKVTKNKSNSSPYLNKRKGKGPDS IMPβ3 (Pse1) Phosphorylation inhibits import 127
RKRK IMPα/β1? NLS masked by MAPK p38α upon stimulation with TNF 128
KRSAEGSNPPKPLKKLR IMPα/β 129
PKKKRKV IMPα/β1 Phosphorylation enhances import 130-134
KK-10aaspacer-RKRGRPRK IMPα/β1 CDK phosphorylation masks NLS, inhibits import 135
PLKKLKIDT IMPα/β1 phosphorylation reduces NPC binding 136
RPRRKAK IMPβ1 Acylation enhances IMPβ1 binding; DNA facilitates 137,138

IMPβ1 release
KRK-8aa spacer-KKAKV IMPα/β1 Dephosphorylation allows import 139

 



the storage of nuclear proteins such as CBP, p53, and HIPK2.41

Confocal microscopy revealed that apoptin effectively colocalizes
with PML and HIPK; that this interaction was inhibited when the
LRS was mutated. These results suggest that the leucine-rich sequence
indeed contributes to nuclear localization by anchoring apoptin to
PML bodies.

THE ROLE OF Nur77 IN APOPTIN-INDUCED CELL DEATH
The nuclear localization of apoptin is essential for its cancer selec-

tive toxicity. On the other hand apoptin-triggered cell death path-
way(s) converge on the mitochondria, and they ultimately kill can-
cer cells by the apoptosome-dependent/intrinsic death pathway.19,22

Thus, a messenger of a pathway that would transmit a proapoptotic
signal from nucleus to the cytoplasm has to be employed. Nur77 and
p53 are two, well established molecules known to transmit death
signals from the nucleus to the mitochondria. The role of p53 in
transmitting apoptin’s signal from the nucleus to mitochondria is
ruled out as apoptin induced cell death is independent of the p53
status of the cell.8,22 Thus, the current focus is on the role of Nur77
in transmitting signals during apoptin-mediated activation of the
mitochondrial death pathway.

Nur77 (NGFI-B, TR3. NR4A1 or NAK1), an orphan nuclear
receptor, was first identified as an immediate-early gene induced by
serum, NGF, or in response to seizures and mechanical lesions.42-44

It was further identified as a gene induced by T cell receptor signaling
in T-cell hybridomas and thymocytes undergoing apoptosis.45 It
belongs to the NR4A family of orphan nuclear receptors, which also
encompasses Nurr1 and Nor1. Nur77 protein has a typical steroid
receptor structure composed of an N-terminal transactivation
domain, a central DNA binding domain containing two zinc fingers,
and a C-terminus with homology to hormone-binding domains.46

Interestingly, the induction of Nur77 expression by different stimuli
varies. Nur77 expression is transient during NGF, serum, or phorbol
ester stimuli whereas T-cell receptor activation leads to the stable
expression of the gene. The kinetics of induction was shown to corre-
late with the action of Nur77. Stable expression of Nur77 often leads
to apoptosis47 but the transient expression of Nur77 may not neces-
sarily lead to apoptosis, but rather promotes cell cycle progression
and acts as a survival factor.48-50
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of apoptin with another protein that anchors it to the nucleus.29

Herein we give a synopsis of how these interactions could modulate
the localization of apoptin.

Poon and colleagues reported the existence of a leucine rich
region in apoptin between amino acids 97-105, having the sequence
VSKLKESLI24 (Table 2). Mutations at this site increased nuclear
accumulation of apoptin in non-transformed cell lines but not in
cancer cells. This suggests that this sequence is the NES responsible
for nuclear export in normal cells. Phosphorylation near this
sequence, at Thr-108, has been reported to be important for nuclear
localization of apoptin in tumor cells.24,29 One possible explanation
is that phosphorylation at this site masks the NES and favors nuclear
accumulation. A point mutation replacing Thr-108 with a negatively
charged glutamic acid, that mimics phosphorylation, also induces
the accumulation of apoptin in the nuclei of non-transformed
cells.29 Moreover, replacing Thr-108 with an alanine residue that is
incapable of undergoing phosphorylation reduces nuclear accumu-
lation of apoptin in transformed cells. Furthermore, inhibition of
nuclear export by leptomycin B rescued nuclear localization to this
mutant.24 These results indicate that phosphorylation of Thr-108
inhibits nuclear export in cancer cells; this nuclear export occurs
through the mediation of CRM1. Phosphorylation of Thr-108
allegedly masks the NES and obstructs access to CRM1. However,
this remains to be established through structural analyses.

Danen-Van Oorshot and colleagues reported the existence of
another leucine-rich sequence between amino acids 33 and 46 of
apoptin.25 This LRS with the sequence IRIGIAGITITLSL has been
proposed to be a NES (Table 2). Association of apoptin with yet to
be defined proteins in the nucleus is thought to block access of the
nuclear export machinery to this LRS; this would result in nuclear
retention and cell death. Concurrently, Poon and colleagues demon-
strated that mutations within the initially reported leucine-rich
region (aa. 97–105) reduced nuclear accumulation of apoptin in
normal and transformed cell lines.24 This suggested that the LRS did
not aid nuclear export, but, on the contrary, enhanced the presence
of apoptin in the nucleus. Furthermore, they reported that apoptin
localized to nuclear substructures that resembled promyelocytic
leukemia nuclear (PML) bodies24 (also observed by Los and
Schulze-Osthoff, unpublished). These are oligomers of PML pro-
tein present in cell nuclei; they are thought to serve as a depot for

Table 2. Important proteins in the regulation of apoptin nuclear export; it includes a brief summary of their mode
of action

Protein Mode of Action

CRM1/exportin-1 Binds to Nuclear export signals on cargo proteins
Ran Ran-GTP: Has high affinity to CRM1 attached to cargo proteins. Forms the nuclear export complex. Ran-GDP: Has

low affinity to CRM1.
Hydrolysis of Ran-GTP into Ran-GDP induces disassembly of nuclear export complex.

Apoptin Nuclear Export Signal (NES): Recruits CRM1 in order to export apoptin. Sequence97VSKLKESLI.105 Threonine-108: 
Phosphorylation masks NES, allowing retention of apoptin in nucleus. Leucine Rich Sequence (LRS): Stabilizes nuclear 
retention by anchoring apoptin to promyelocytic leukemia nuclear bodies. Sequence33IRIGIAGITITLSL.46

Phenylalanine-Glycine repeat Forms part of nuclear pore complex (NPC); interacts with CRM1; important for transport across NPC.
nucleoporins
Nucleoporin-214 (Nup-214) Forms part of nuclear pore complex (NPC). It has strong affinity to CRM1 in Ran-GTP bound form. Sequesters export 

complex at cytoplasmic end of NPC. Allows interaction of Ran with Ran binding proteins.
Ran binding protein 1 and 2 Interact with Ran-GTP, changing its tri-dimensional structure and facilitating interaction with Ran-GAP
(RanBP1 and RanBP2)
Ran-GAP Hydrolyses Ran-GTP into Ran-GDP, it induces export complex disassembly.

 



Nur77 was initially known for its role in cell proliferation and
differentiation, but, later, was paradoxically shown to be a potent
pro-apoptotic molecule.51,52 Overexpression of dominant negative
Nur77 or antisense inhibition of Nur77 expression inhibits apopto-
sis where as constitutive expression of Nur77 induces rapid apopto-
sis.45,53-55 However, the fact that Nur77 and its family members,
Nor-1 and Nurr1, are expressed as immediate-early genes in different
cell types following various stimuli suggests that they play a role in a
diverse set of biological functions. Indeed, Nurr1-deficient mice lack
midbrain dopaminergic neurons and die soon after birth.56 Nur77
also acts as a transcription factor and regulates the expression of
several genes like CD30, FasL, TRAIL, TGF-β3, NDG1 and NDG2.57

Nur77 can bind to a consensus NBRE sequence (AAAGGTCA) as
a monomer or to a palindromic DNA binding motif (NurRE,
TGATATTTX6AAATGCCA) as a homodimer.58,59 Expression of
Nur77, Nor-1, or Nurr1 alone is sufficient to activate NBRE or
NurRE-directed transcriptional activities, suggesting that the Nur77
family members might be “constitutive” orphan steroid receptors
that do not require ligands for activation. Nur77, apart from acting
as a transcription factor as a monomer, also modulates the tran-
scriptional activity of other steroid receptors. For instance, Nur77
heterodimerizes with Retinoid X Receptor (RXR) and regulates its
transcriptional activity.60-62 Interestingly, Nur77 has also been
reported to bind and alter the activity of COUP-TF, an orphan
steroid receptor thought to negatively regulate the activation func-
tion of vitamin D receptor, retinoic acid receptor and RXR.63

The other very interesting feature of Nur77 is its ability to act dif-
ferently based on its localization in the cells. Nur77 in the nucleus
acts as a transcription factor and is known to regulate the expression
of different genes either involved in proliferation or apoptosis. In the
presence of certain stimuli such as TPA, NGF, 3-cl-AHPC and
apoptin22,48,53 the localization of the protein switches to the mito-
chondria where it executes the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway by
the release of cytochrome c. Two different mechanisms have been
reported for the regulation of Nur77 translocation to the mitochon-
dria. The first mechanism relies on the phosphorylation of Nur77 at
different residues and the second mechanism involves the heterodimer-
ization of Nur77 with RXR. The phosphorylation of Nur77, which
results in its predominant localization in the cytoplasm, can be carried
out by several kinases depending on the stimuli. These include
members of the MAP kinase family and the protein kinase Akt. Akt
phosphorylates Nur77 in its DNA binding domain at serine 351,
resulting in the reduced Nur77 DNA binding activity and predom-
inant localization in the cytoplasm.64,65 In PC12 rat pheochromo-
cytoma cells, phosphorylation of Nur77 in its N-terminal region at
serine 105 by members of the MAP kinase family (Trk/Ras/MAP
kinase pathway dependent) regulates the ability of Nur77 to be
exported to the cytoplasm in response to NGF.48 Nur77 contains
three NESes located in the ligand binding domain, which when
mutated causes Nur77 to remain in the nucleus despite the presence
of NGF, and the intact serine phosphorylation site. This data suggests
that NGF stimulation results in phosphorylation of Nur77, thus
exposing the export signals within the C-terminal ligand binding
domain and causing translocation of Nur77 to the cytoplasm. An
alternate mechanism proposed recently for the regulation of Nur77
translocation to the mitochondria is dependent on the heterodimer-
ization of Nur77 with RXR. During the process of apoptotic mito-
chondrial translocation, Nur77 forms a heterodimer with RXR at
their DNA binding domains. The heterodimerization leads to the
exposure of NESes on RXR (but not Nur77).66 In contrast, in the

presence of RXR ligands, Nur77 and RXR heterodimerize at their
ligand binding domains leading to the masking of RXR NESes.
Thus, in the presence of RXR ligands, Nur77 translocation and
apoptosis is inhibited despite the fact that it dimerizes with RXR
indicating the crucial role of NESes during Nur77 export out of the
nucleus to the cytosol. It has been further suggested that Nur77 may
interact with Bcl-2 at the mitochondria and convert it from an
anti-apoptotic to a pro-apoptotic molecule. However this conversion
theory may not be universally true for all the instances of Nur77
translocation and apoptosis, as we have shown that apoptin induced
cell death which involves cytoplasmic Nur77 translocation, is effec-
tively inhibited by the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members.19,22 But
on the other hand, we cannot completely rule out the possibility of
Nur77 sequestering the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members and
thus shifting the balance among Bcl-2 family members towards
apoptosis rather than survival.

Recently, we have shown that apoptin mediated cell death is
dependent on Nur77 expression in the cells, as the cells knocked
down with Nur77 expression by specific siRNA are resistant to
apoptin induced cell death.22 Furthermore we have shown that
Nur77 transmits the apoptotic signal from nucleus to mitochondria
by translocation upon apoptin treatment. The expression level of
Nur77 varies in different cells. Nur77 is highly expressed in a broad
range of cancer cells as compared to normal cells.63,67 Also, it has
recently been shown that Nur77 is the one of the 17 signature genes
associated with the metastasis of primary solid tumors.68 More
evidence for Nur77 role in cancer came from the studies indicating
that EWS, a member of Nur77 orphan receptor family is involved in
the chromosomal translocation in human chondrosarcomas and the
fusion protein is 250 fold more active if tested on TR3 responsive
element mediated transcription.69,70 The difference in the expression
level and the role of Nur77 (and Nur77 family members) in normal
and cancer cells may contribute at least in part to the tumor specific
toxicity of apoptin.

E4orf4, -ANOTHER TUMOR-SELECTIVE KILLER
As indicated in the beginning of this article, there are several

other examples of molecules with (semi)selective toxicity towards
cancer. Thus, below, we compare apoptin’s known characteristics,
with another viral protein with similar cancer-selective properties,
E4orf4.

The E4orf4 (adenovirus type 5 E4 open reading frame 4) protein
is a product of the E4 early transcription unit of adenovirus, which
encodes seven open reading frames.71-73 E4orf4 is a small protein of
114 amino acids with no significant homology to any other known
proteins. The protein has two distinct regions of amino acids in its
structure: the proline rich region at the N-terminus (aa. 3–10, repre-
senting a typical SH3 consensus binding motif ) and the second
region containing mainly basic amino acids (aa. 66–75, representing
a arginine rich motif (ARM) similar to HIV-1 Tat, Rev and HTLV-1
coded Rex protein).74-76 The functional significance of the proline
rich region at the N-terminus of the protein representing the SH3
binding motif is not known yet. The second motif of the protein,
ARM, has recently been shown to be essential for the nuclear local-
ization of the protein in the cells. The ARM directs E4orf4 to the
nucleus and further promotes the nucleolar accumulation of the
protein.74,77

Like apoptin, E4orf4, is selectively toxic towards cancer cells.
E4orf4 specifically induces apoptosis in a wide range of cancer cells
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but not in normal primary cells.78-80 Similarly to apoptin, E4orf4’s
induced apoptosis is independent of p53 status of the cell.76 The
role of caspases in E4orf4 cytoxicity is not clear. Caspase activation
is shown in H1299 and 293T cells but not in other cell types.81

Furthermore, in contrast to apoptin’s mechanism of action,22 E4orf4
mediated toxicity was shown to involve the activation of a death
receptor dependent pathway as the cells expressing either dominant
negative caspase-8 mutant or dominant negative FADD mutant
showed reduced cell death compared to wild type cells.81 However,
it is not clear, how E4orf4 is able to activate the death receptor path-
way. One possible mechanism might be that E4orf4 is activating the
death receptors by controlling the transcription of death ligands or
death receptors since E4orf4 has previously been shown to regulate
E1A mediated transcription82,83 and also to control the splicing
patterns of viral mRNAs. E4orf4 also activates the mitochondrial
death pathway and the release of cytochrome c, but the activation of
caspase-9 has not been shown so far. Alternate, caspase-9 independent
cell death pathways have been proposed. Thus, E4orf4 may induce
its cytoxicity through the accumulation of ROS, downstream of
caspase-8 activation.81 E4orf4 requires at least 24–48 hours to induce
cell death, and likewise to apoptin, this process is inhibited by the
anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members, Bcl-2 itself, and Bcl-XL.84

E4orf4 mediated cytotoxicity towards transformed cells absolutely
requires the interaction of E4orf4 with a phosphatase, PP2A.
Accordingly, mutants lacking the interaction sites with PP2A are
unable to induce apoptosis in these cells.76,80 Also, the transfection
of cells with a PP2A antisense construct prevented E4orf4 induced
cell death, thereby confirming the absolute requirement of PP2A
during the cytotoxic effect of E4orf4. PP2A, a serine/threonine
phosphatase, is a holoenzyme made of 3 subunits (A, B and C) with
different isoforms for each subunit.85 E4orf4 binds mainly to the
Bα subunit of PP2A, but its interaction with other PP2A subunits
has also been shown. However, the specific interaction of E4orf4
with B subunit of PP2A, and not with other subunits, is essential for
the induction of cell death.86 The downstream effector substrates of
the E4orf4-PP2A complex are not known yet. It has been shown
that E4orf4 leads to the reduced phosphorylation of different proteins
either involved in transcription, or splicing.83,87-89 The E4orf4-
PP2a complex leads to hypophosphorylation of transcription factors
c-Fos, E4F, and regulates their transcriptional activity, however, the
kinases targeted by the E4orf4-PP2A complex in this process is not
known. The complex of E4orf4 also leads to reduced phosphoryla-
tion of serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins, which inhibits IIIA pre-
mRNA splicing. Thus, by dephosphorylating inhibitory SR proteins,
E4orf4 activates the process of mRNA splicing.90,91 It is not currently
known whether these molecules are the direct targets of the
E4orf4-PP2A complex and/or whether these molecules play a role in
E4orf4 mediated cell death.

Similarly to apoptin, E4orf4 is mainly localized in the nucleus of
transformed cells, which is mediated by an arginine rich motif. But,
the localization of the protein in normal cells has not yet been studied.
It would be interesting to note if there is any difference in the local-
ization of the protein between normal and cancer cells, as this may
give some clues about the cancer specific toxicity of E4orf4. Nuclear
E4orf4 is shown to induce irreversible growth arrest in the yeast
strain, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, by physically interacting with the
Anaphase Promoting Complex/cyclosome (APC).92-94 APC is an
ubiquitination complex in the nucleus of the cell, and is required for
the metaphase to anaphase transition during the cell cycle. Also like
apoptin, the interaction between E4orf4 and the APC in the nucleus

of mammalian transformed cells is shown to induce G2/M cell cycle
arrest. Although it is reported that the E4orf4 interaction with the
APC/C subunit recruits higher levels of PP2A to the complex, the
complete mechanism underlying the APC inhibition by E4orf4 is
not yet clear. It is also shown that CDK1 (Cyclin Dependent Kinase
1, a component of Mitosis Promoting Factor) activity is elevated in
E4orf4 over expressed cells, which correlates with APC inhibition.93

Though E4orf4 is seen in the nucleus of transformed cells, the
protein is also found within cytoplasmic membranes. Interestingly,
cytoplasmic E4orf4 is also active in inducing cell death, but with a
distinct mechanism, in which it interacts with the src family of
kinases and thus deregulates the survival signals mediated by these
kinases.95,96 Unlike this, is the case with apoptin, where the nucleo-
cytoplasmic shuttling of the protein is not affected by leptomycin B,
an inhibitor of the CRM1 mediated nuclear export pathway.97,98

E4orf4 gets phosphorylated at tyrosine residues Y26, Y42 and Y59
by src kinases, and this phosphorylation, and the interaction with the
src kinases inhibits the nuclear import of the protein. The tyrosine
phosphorylation of E4orf4 is correlated with the cell death induced
by cytoplasmic E4orf4, as the mutation of these residues impairs the
killing activity of E4orf4. It is also shown that E4orf4’s ARM inter-
acts with the kinase domain of the src kinases and regulates tyrosine
phosphorylation of some of the downstream targets like FAK,
Paxillin (higher levels of phosphorylation) and cortactin (reduced
tyrosine phosphorylation).96,99 The downstream effects of the regu-
lation of this phosphorylation of src substrates, are the deregulated
assembly of focal adhesions accompanied by changes in the actin
cytoskeleton, membrane blebbing, and eventually the loss of survival
signals. However, it is still not known how E4orf4 modulates the
activity of the src family kinases. E4orf4 is also shown to activate
p70s6k in a mTOR dependent pathway but independent of Protein
Kinase B activation.100,101 The activation of p70s6k and mTOR by
E4orf4 even in the absence of nutrient/growth factor signals plays a
role in promoting adenoviral replication, but it is not revealed yet
that this activation is required for the induction of cell death by
E4orf4. Nonetheless, E4orf4 has two distinct pathways of inducing
apoptosis either residing in the nucleus or at the cytoplasmic mem-
branes and further work has to be done in deciphering the mechanism
of tumor specific toxicity. Like apoptin, E4orf4 possesses great
potential in becoming a lead molecule for the development of future
anticancer therapies due to its selective toxicity towards transformed
cells, and its p53 independent, pro-apoptosis.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF CANCER-SELECTIVE THERAPIES
Despite over ten years since apoptin’s cancer-selective toxicity was

discovered, several aspects of apoptin’s biology are still controversial.
For example, apoptin’s toxicity has initially been reported to be cas-
pase-independent, whereas scholars now agree that caspases participate
in the execution of apoptin-triggered cell death. Another canon is
the supposed sensitizing effect of Bcl-2 for apoptin’s toxicity, which
has recently been challenged by two labs.19,22 Even apoptin’s cancer
selective toxicity may not be a canon, as some authors have shown
that primary embryonal cells may also be killed by higher doses of
apoptin.21 Certainly, all scholars, so far, agree that apoptin requires
to enter the nucleus in order to become toxic. Thus, the regulation
of apoptin’s nuclear retention is in the center of researchers’ attention.
It appears to be a multifaceted process. It involves nuclear import
mediated through the two NLS in its sequence. The decision
whether apoptin stays in the nucleus or is exported depends on the
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activity of a kinase yet to be identified. In transformed cells, this
kinase is active and can inhibit apoptin’s nuclear export by phos-
phorylating Thr-108. This phosphorylation is thought to inhibit the
interaction of CRM1 with the NES and repress nuclear export.
Phosphorylation is suppressed in normal cells, in which apoptin
maintains an exposed NES that allows it to be shuttled out of the
nucleus. There exists a second leucine rich region that seems to sta-
bilize nuclear localization by anchoring apoptin with PML bodies in
the nucleus.

It is clear that much remains to be understood regarding the
mechanism of apoptin nuclear accumulation and subsequent apop-
tosis. Much has been learned from apoptin’s cancer-selective toxicity.
Unlike “standard” cancer therapies, apoptin appears to become
“activated” by the very pathways that normally allow cancer cells to
survive and proliferate. Our current understanding is that apoptin is
able to “hijack” cell survival pathways and redirect them towards the
activation of apoptotic pathways. While the general concept seems
to be supported by experimental results, the exact mechanisms of
apoptin’s cancer selective toxicity still await elucidation. Several
pieces of the puzzle however emerge: (1) apoptin is able to directly
interact with DNA, thus it may impair a normally very active
metabolism in cancer cells. (2) Increased expression of Nur77 has
been observed in a broad range of cancer cells as compared to normal
cells.63,67 (3) Apoptin interferes with the APC, thus it selectively tar-
gets proliferating cells. (4) Higher overall kinase activity in trans-
formed cells may contribute to selective nuclear retention of apoptin
in cancer cells. The list is certainly not complete, and it will be
appended as we learn more about apoptin’s mechanism of action.
Nevertheless, it is most likely the combination of several qualities
typical for cancer cells, that apoptin targets. This combination of
attributes, specific for transformed cells, is what makes apoptin a
highly cancer-selective killer.

This review focuses on molecules that selectively target cancer
cells, however, cancer treatment could also be significantly improved
if more personalized (adapted to the individual patient’s (patho)
physiology) therapy could be offered. Genome-wide mapping of
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), and thus the mining of
information about the activity of enzymes that metabolize anticancer
drugs, as well as molecules responsible for drug resistance is certainly
one of the approaches that we will encounter in the clinic in the (not
so distant) future.102 Detection of specific mutations within apop-
totic pathways, would allow for the selection of appropriate anticancer
drugs that can circumvent these problems.103 Yet, besides straight-
forward genomic approaches, other ways to combat some types of
cancer and to individualize therapy should also be taken into
account. (1) Since our immune system can recognize and remove
“changed proteins”, immunostimulation is becoming a promising,
individualized and selective approach towards curing cancer and
other diseases.104-108 (2) Every human being is genetically unique
and this individuality plays a role in how well an individual responds
to a particular drug. A drug administered to one patient may show
no improvement, in comparison to another patient for whom the
same drug has completely cured them. Thus, precise, in vivo moni-
toring of cancer therapy would allow drug dose individualization
and quick identification of emerging resistance towards an adminis-
tered drug.109,110 (3) Accumulating knowledge about interaction
motifs as well as peptide sequences with very defined, pharmacolog-
ically-relevant features, makes it easier to develop new customized
drug formulations that would allow either selective targeting of cer-
tain organs, or even certain organelles within a single cell.111-113

These, and other advances that are emerging in the rapidly changing
medical environment, will most likely contribute in the near future
to the more effective control of (or at least some types of ) cancer.
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